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Leather Jackets









With attitude since 1926
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Free shipping above 500 SEK / 50 € | Fast delivery




























Iconic styles










Discover the most iconic leather jacket styles - from Biker to Aviator.
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Our history










Discover the most iconic leather jacket styles - from Biker to Aviator.
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Join our VIP list

Sign up and get 20% off your first order
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Your Email
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BEST SELLERS
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Debbie Shearling Jacket Black

4200 SEK
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Tessa Belted Black

3000 SEK
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Rachel Cognac

3000 SEK
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Costner Black

3800 SEK
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Brice Black

3100 SEK
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Mobyn Black

1500 SEK






 

























Follow us on instagram











@jofamafashion















IT´S GIVEAWAY TIME!🥳 Win a jacket of choice fr
[image: IT´S GIVEAWAY TIME!🥳 Win a jacket of choice from Jofama🖤  How to enter:  -Like and share this post on your IG story + tag us. (Your IG can't be private) -Follow us on Instagram  -Tag 2 friends in the comments below and let us know what jacket you would like to win  The giveaway ends 19/4 13:00 and the winner will be announced on our story and contacted through DM here on Instagram 🖤  You need to live in Sweden to participate.   GOOD LUCK😍]
[image: IT´S GIVEAWAY TIME!🥳 Win a jacket of choice from Jofama🖤  How to enter:  -Like and share this post on your IG story + tag us. (Your IG can't be private) -Follow us on Instagram  -Tag 2 friends in the comments below and let us know what jacket you would like to win  The giveaway ends 19/4 13:00 and the winner will be announced on our story and contacted through DM here on Instagram 🖤  You need to live in Sweden to participate.   GOOD LUCK😍]








Our Clark jacket 🤎 Which one is your favorite? 
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Crafted for the bold. #jofama #jofamafashion
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Transform your look with a touch of Jofama leather
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 [image: Our iconic Wilma in "Black" and "Raspberry" 🖤 #jofamafashion #jofama]
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Jakob looks amazing in ”Anton Black” 🤩 Phot
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Embrace the luxury of leather #jofama #jofamafashi
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Redefining classics. Discover the Jofama differenc
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Elevate your style with a Jofama leather jacket. #
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Ben in Khaki - a true classic in suede
#jofama #jo
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Wilma Raspberry, the perfect choice if you're look
[image: Wilma Raspberry, the perfect choice if you're looking for a colourful splash🎆]
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Rusty Dusty - a classic leather jacket that has lo
[image: Rusty Dusty - a classic leather jacket that has looked the same since it was originally designed in 1956. #jofama #jofamafashion]
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Since 1926
 Jofama is the leading Scandinavian outfitter and producer of leather goods, founded in Malung 1926.




 


Contact us
 Trendmark Jofama AB

Slättegårdsvägen 3

427 50 Billdal, Sweden

[email protected]

+46 31 914500
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